


CORRADO CULTRERA

ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE

IN CYCLING IS DETERMINED

BY THE EFFICIENCY AND

SYMMETRY OF THE CYCLIST'S

PEDAL STROKE. THROUGH

THREE-DIMENSIONAL

FUNCTIONAL MOTION

ANALYSIS THE CYCLIST CAN

ADOPT A SYMMETRICAL

PEDAL STROKE, IMPROVING

EFFICIENCY BY REDUCING

WASTED ENERGY

THROUGHOUT THE CYCLE.

crank speed and power output stem from
the pelvis and depend on good core stabil-
ity as a foundation for pushing (extension)
arid pulling (flexion). Symmetry between
the joints on the left and right sides and the
proper sequence of downstroke and upstroke
mechanics result in a cyclist with good pedal

stroke efficiency with respect to
crank speed and power output.
The most effective crank speed
and power are created when
extension on one side works in
conjunction with flexion on the
opposite side. When one side
does not contribute effectively,
the other side does more work
to create the same crank speed
and power. Then compensatory
mechanisms begin to occur to
accommodate for the asymme-
try, leading to more energy ex-
penditure and a resultant loss in
crank speed and power output.
Compensations can also result
in peak joint and crank speeds
occurring in less optimal posi-
tions in the crank cycle. This
can affect cycling performance
and the ability to maintain a
certain power output over a pe-
riod of time, leading to an in-
crease in the rate of fatigue.

What are the applications of
"- a 3-D functional pedal stroke

analysis? First of all, we can
determine the cyclist's flexibility, strength,
and positioning throughout the pedal stroke.
Flexibility and reduced joint ranges of mo-
tion may be a result of tight muscles or joint
pathologies. For example, a tight hamstring
can limit the amount of extension (straight-
ening of the leg) of the knee and decrease the
crank speed and power output involved in
the downstroke and the position in which the
pedal stroke occurs. The strength component
of the pedal stroke can also be determined.
Changes in crank speed and asymmetries of
speeds between the right and left side may
indicate strength inequality. For example,
we can determine whether a cyclist uses the
quads, hamstrings, glutes, or hip flexors to
create most of the power in the pedal stroke.
By examining flexibility and strength, we can
determine areas of weakness and potential
areas of injuries. Lastly, the information pro-
vided by 3-D analysis can give insight on the
cyclist's positioning on the bike. Altered posi-
tioning may indicate a poor bike fit.

A 3-D analysis of pedal stroke can provide
an athlete with the necessary tools to improve
performance. Addressing the biomechanical
and technical aspects of the pedal stroke may
alter strength training, work on specific pedal
stroke drills, optimize bike fit, and, lastly,
avoid potential injury. n

Three-dimensional (3-D) functional mo-
tion analysis is a diagnostic tool designed
to provide information about the functional
performance of a cyclist's pedal stroke. Using
digitized video and mathematics, a 3-D rep-
resentation of the pedal stroke is developed
and information on pedal stroke efficiency
and symmetry is quantified.

The underlying mechanics of the pedal
stroke are easily understood. Research con-
ducted by Chris Welch of Zenolink indicates
that the crank arm does not move in a uni-
form way or at a uniform speed across one
full revolution. Crank speed (power output
when combined with gearing) is a result of
a coordinated effort of hip flexion/extension
and knee flexion/extension. On the down-
stroke, peak joint speed (hip and knee exten-
sion) is attained when the crank arm reaches
the position of 45 to 90 degrees vertical. This
position correlates to the position at which the
crank arm reaches its peak rotational speed.

On the upstroke, peak joint speed (hip and
knee flexion) is attained in a sequential way
whereby the knee reaches peak speed first as
the pedal begins to rise out of the bottom of
the pedal stroke, and peak hip speed is at-
tained when the pedal reaches the top quarter
of the pedal stroke.

Joint speed production and subsequent
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